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THE CONCEPT OF A NEW GEOGRAPHICAL ATLAS 
(Atlas of Natural Resources, Amenities, and Degradations 

of the Geographic Environment) 

Stanislaw L e s z c z y c k i * 

The movement for the protection of nature has been steadily expand-
ing the scope of its interests. It has gradually covered the biosphere, 
entered the litosphere and hydrosphere and also focussed on the conser-
vation of natural resources and raws. Parallel to this, with the advance 
of urbanization and industrialization, which has often been detrimental 
to environment, the living conditions in the urban agglomerations have 
been steadily deteriorating. In the industrialized countries people began 
to realize that unless something is done about the unbridled exploitation, 
environmetal conditions will gradually worsen to the point of jeopardi-
zing public health and life. 

A number of publications have appeared in this connection. Some of 
them are general in scope, dealing with problems of environment in the 
broad sense. Some textbooks deal with these problems on a world scale. 
Other books are more specialized and deal with specific problems as 
seen by biologists, ecologiste, geographers, geologists, specialists in fore-
stry, technologists, lawyers, economists and others. At the moment we 
have a good knowledge of the problems and more accurate pictures of 
the situation in various countries. 

A milestone in these developments was the UN conference in Stock-
holm in 1972, that created the specialized agency UNEP, a body that 
took over responsibility for environmental problems on an international 
scale. Plans for research activities and forms of international cooperation 
were outlined. Thus, we have a broad theoretical background providing 
a relevant approach to environmental problems as well as guidelines for 
environmental policies aiming to prevent any further degradation of 
man's environment. 

It is time now to grasp the problems of conservation of environment 
on a comprehensive basis in the form of an atlas for one country or 
for a group of countries. No such atlas exists as yet. But there are many 
maps of different components of the geographic environment (such as 
soil quality maps) or maps of various types of environmental degrada-
tions or destructions. Such maps pertain to air and water pollution 
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caused by industrial wastes or by municipal sewage or garbage, devasta-
tion of forests, soil degradation (erosion), devastation of plants etc. 

Hence the idea of preparing a new type of atlas, one that would 
comprehensively and intelligibly represent the total body of problems 
involved in the environmental issues of a given country. To fulfill its 
function, an atlas has to be comprehensive, that is, it must show the 
resources, amenities and degradations of all the components of human 
environment. These include both the natural elements and all other 
elements of the geographic environment, as well as all transformations 
generated by human activities. The new atlas is expected to distinguish 
the natural environment, that in which the original components have 
survived unaffected or changed insignificantly. That type of environ-
ment can be found only in protected areas, such as national parks or 
reservations, and partly in scenic parks or groups of natural monuments. 
In European countries, however, the geographic environment trans-
formed by human activity prevails. Natural components such as agricul-
tural land, forests or drained surface waters are predominant in this type 
of environment. Artificial, that is completely man-made environment is 
still relatively small: it exists in urban areas, industrial centres or in 
urban-industrial agglomerations. 

While it is imperative to include all elements of the environment in 
the atlas, some selection of the processes and problems to be represented 
in the maps is necessary. The selection of the map contents is just about 
the most difficult task for the editors of the atlas. 

There are many atlases comprising the components of the geographic 
environment. All national atlases devote some maps to the elements of 
geographic environment. What the new atlas must provide, however, is 
different: it must grasp the elements of man's environment in terms of 
their value from the point of view of human activities. Only in this 
manner is it possible to define the degree of their transformation to 
which man's activities may have affected them, as well as the intensity 
of man induced degradations. Very important are also processes that 
generate changes in environment as well as their intensity (for instance 
land amelioration). The new environmental atlas must represent the 
actual state of things in an objective way, and for maximum utility, it 
must contain as many details as the given scale allows. The atlas must 
be highly readable and hence appropriate cartographic techniques have 
to be employed. The choice of methods and techniques is the next dif-
ficult task that the editors of the environmental atlas have to face. 

Despite the many difficulties it seems that a monography of geo-
graphic environment in the form of an atlas is very useful. It furnishes 
abundant information in terms of space, it describes the problems and 
processes in a comprehensive and quantitative manner, which is very 
difficult in verbal description. A cartographic synthesis certainly pro-
vides advantages in comparison to a verbal description. 

To show the scope of the contents of the atlas, let me give a concrete 
example, the draft Atlas of Poland's geographic environment. The atlas 
of resources, amenities and degradations is divided into several parts. 
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In the introductory part, the maps show the consequences of Poland's 
situation resulting from the differences in geographic latitude, the situa-
tion on the Baltic, the transit routes over Poland's territory. Especially 
significant are contacts with the neighbouring major urban-industrial 
agglomerations. 

The principal part of the Atlas is devoted to maps of resources, 
amenities and degradations of individual elements of the geographic 
environment which undergo steady changes under the impact of man's 
economic and social activities. 

These include maps of mineral resources showing the quantities in 
reserve and in output as well as the degradations of environment caused 
by the extraction of minerals. 

Relief is the next element of environment. The Atlas must give its 
spatial différenciation as well as that of the processes which lead to its 
transformation. 

A further important element is soil. It has to be evaluted as to 
quality and utilitarian value. The distribution in space and the intensity 
of soil-affecting natural and anthropogenic processes (such as erosion, 
denudation, agrotechnical processes etc.) must be shown in the new 
Atlas. Very important in this respect are the changes caused by indu-
strialization of agriculture and the chemicals applied. The assessment 
of agricultural land amelioration from the point of view of the proper 
circulation of water in agricultural land also important. 

A separate part of the Atlas, and a very large one, deals with climate 
features. Most significant in this respect is the occurence of both the 
most frequent and the most extreme climatic features, which occasionally 
may even result in cataclysms (such as floods, draughts etc.) In Poland 
winds, rainfall, floods, draughts, high temperatures and frosts are the 
most common extrimities. The temperature-humidity balance is very 
important too. Some maps ought to be devoted to the different kinds of 
air pollution. 

The next significant section of the Atlas deals with the assessment 
of surface and underground water resources, which constitute the base 
for water economy. Water retention in reservoirs is an important factor 
too. So are the pollution and thermal disturbances of surface and under-
ground waters. 

The vegetative cover is most significantly affected by human activi-
ties, and this accounts for the primary importance of synanthropization 
processes. Of course, these phenomena occur at various intensities, de-
pending on the character of ecosystems. Attention is to be paid to the 
distribution in space of protected plants, of dying-out and medicinal 
plants, and of plant reservations against the background of phytosoci-
ological communities. Forests, or forest types, timber resources and the 
abudance of subsidiary forest by-produce e.g. resin, tanners bark, 
berries and mushrooms are another problem. 

The naturalist part of the Atlas is concluded with maps of types of 
landscape, physical-geographic units, their aesthetic value as well as 
urbanization and industrialization induced degradations. 
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A further part of the Atlas comprises a presentation of recreational 
areas (balneoclimatic areas, weekend areas and tourist areas) b y types 
of qual i f ied tourism, as well as protected areas with monuments of art, 
culture and technology, historic places and ethnographic rarities. 

The areas of various degrees of degradation o f man's environment 
are presented in a separate group of maps. Normal ly this occurs in big 
agglomerations of populat ion, product ion and services which generate 
various degradations including noise, vibrations, electromagnetic radia-
tion, post-industrial wastes, munic ipal wastes or ionizing radiation. 

The Atlas is concluded with maps illustrating the population's living 
conditions, which show speci f i ca l ly the housing conditions, the standard 
of equipment of housing developments, work conditions, t ra f f i c and the 
possibilities of spending free time. 

O KONCEPTU NOVEGA GEOGRAFSKEGA ATLASA 
(Atlas naravnih virov, primernosti in degradacije geografskega okolja) 

Stanislaw L e s z c z y c k i 

Gibanja za varstvo okolja, ki so se najmočneje razvila v industrializiranih 
in urbaniziranih deželah, so zlasti po stockholmski konferenci o varstvu okolja 
leta 1972, pripomogla k izdajanju številnih publikacij o okolju. To so bili večidel 
obči priročniki ali prikazi specifičnih problemov posameznih sestavin okolja. 
Značilno pa je, da je nastalo le malo publikacij, ki bi skušale na bolj kompleksen 
način obravnavati varovanje in degradacijo geografskega okolja. Verjetno- je za 
takšne celovite prikaze problematike o okolju najprimernejša oblika posebna 
zvrst geografskega atlasa, ki naj bi prikazovala naravne vire, primernost in 
degradacijo geografskega okolja ter njihovo preobrazbo. Seveda bi morali v 
atlasu razlikovali pravo in nespremenjeno naravno okolje, transformirano geo-
grafsko okolje in antropogeno okolje. 

Nedvomno je najtežji problem pri oblikovanju takšnega atlasa smiselni 
izbor kart o elementih geografskega okolja. Le-te bi morale prikazati probleme 
na objektiven in uporaben način. Vendar imajo karte veliko prednost pred ver-
balnimi opisi, kajti z njimi lahko prikažemo probleme na sintetičen in kom-
pleksen način. 

Kako naj bi izgledal takšen atlas, naj prikaže »Atlas geografskega okolja 
Poljske«, ki ga pripravljajo na geografskem inštitutu PAN. V njem bodo karte 
o virih, primernosti in degradaciji geografskega okolja ter o njihovem spremi-
njanju zaradi družbenega delovanja. Vseboval bo karte o mineralnih surovi-
nah in posledicah, ki jih pušča njihovo eksploatiranje, o reliefu, prsteh ter o 
raznih procesih, ki spreminjajo naravne prsti, kot so erozija, industrijsko kme-
tijstvo, melioracije ipd. V naslednjem delu bo obravnavano podnebje in njegove 
ekstremne značilnosti in nekatere za družbo škodljive posledice, kot so poplave, 
suše, vetrovi, pa tudi onesnaženje ozračja. V naslednjem delu bodo prikazane 
površinske in podzemne vode, vodne akumulacije in onesnaženje voda. V poseb-
nem poglavju bo obravnavana vegetacija, še posebej gozdovi, njihove zvrsti, 
zaloge in vloga pri oblikovanju okolja. Atlas bo vseboval tudi karte o tipih 
krajine, fizičnogeografskih enotah, estetskih vrednotah posameznih pokrajin in 
o degradaciji mestnega in industrializiranega okolja. Prikazana bodo tudi ob-
močja glede na pogoje za stanovanje in bivanje, delo in rekreacijo. 
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